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Dental emergencies and dental health needs are recommended to be studied for short and long space mission especially Mars mission [White et al., 2003]. Recent missions to Mars will comprise for approx. two years of microgravity and radiations conditions on human body, which could have serious effects on human physiology including oral cavity physiology [White et al., 2003]. Our previous studies reported that simulated microgravity has effects on oral cavity such as periodontitis, dental caries, osteoporosis leading to bone loss and fractures of jaws bone, facial pain and numbness of teeth and oral cavity tissues, stone of salivary duct and oral cancer, which are more prevalent in space environments as compared to normal earth environments [Rai et al., 2011-2013]. It is imperative that we send a “space dentist in space” to achieve first response protocol through dental and oral health related experimentation. It is very important for space travelers to have a dental emergency treatment and management kits accessible on board. This protocol is essential not only for long space missions but also in third world countries and remote area. So, this issue should be taken into account for safe space missions.
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